
Create a new and more engaging ways to 

foster senior citizens’ digital skills and 

media and information literacy, to increase 

their ability to defend themselves from 

‘different virtual dangers’ (fake news, online 

scams, ‘fishing’) while empowering them in 

using ICT tools with confidence in every 

aspect of their life.
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MEDIA AND INFORMATION LITERACY 

AND DIGITAL COMPETENCES 

ENHANCEMENT FOR ACTIVE AGEING

PROJECT UPDATE
The MILEAGE project is moving forward finalising its first
results. The partners prepared the analysis of RISK
AND BARRIERS faced by seniors in the digital environment. The

report is created to give trainers, seniors and the general public

some information related to the digital environment that the

seniors face in their daily life, offering some tips and advice to

enhance seniors' digital competences and trust in the digital

world.

The consortium also created the report on FOCUS GROUPS which

we conducted in each partner country to define the needs of

seniors in terms of the learning content. As the results the

partners made a conclusion that a personal, engaging, practical

approach to seniors’ learning is needed to cut down the

intergenerational gap and decrease the digital divide.
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
Micro-lessons: How does that work? 
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The project partners finalized the development of the

micro-lessons, one part of the training program that the

project partners are building in the framework of the

project. The micro-lessons cover such topics as:

• Organizing your trip online, i.e. booking

accommodation, buying your tickets;

• Using such messengers, as WhatsApp, Viber,

Skype, Messenger;

• Recognizing a fake profile on social media;

• Using platforms for dating;

• Catching email scams, phishing and fake news;

• Making payment online and using online banking.

PROJECT ACTIVITIES

The Italian project partner FRAMEWORK hosted

the project partners in Torino on the 13th of

January 2023. Numerous managerial and content

issues were discussed by the consortium, which

permitted to move forward the development of the

training content further. The meeting was

organized in the hybrid format with a member of a

Cyprus team participating online. We would like to

thank the Italian team for a wonderful meeting

organization that reinforced the consortium

cooperation.
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VIRTUAL RISK 
SCENARIOS

The project partners have also started working on the virtual

scenarios, interactive role playing online content based on

micro lessons and risks and barriers identified in the framework

of the project and embedded into the online platform developed

by CARDET, the project’s technical partner. More news in our

next MILEAGE newsletter.


